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AMENDMENT FOR THE RELAXATION OF SGPA & CPGA IN MINORAND
HONORS DEGREB PROGRAMMES(R2O)

In the present global scenario, it is quite essential for the engineering students to have

knowledge of subjects from other branches and some advanced subjects of their respective

branch in which they are pursuing the degree. To keep this in view our college has decided to

take an initiative from 2020-21 admitted batch (R20) in academics by introducing

Minor/Honors degree programmes to the undergraduate students enrolled in the B.Tech.

programme.

The objectives of initiating these programmes are:

(a) To diversify the knowledge of the undergraduates.

(b) To make the undergraduates more employable.

Eligibility for Minor Programme:

Only those students, who have a CGPA of 7.75 or above, without any supplementary

appearance, will be permitted to register for a minor programme

A student can opt for B.Tech. degree with Minors, if he/she passed all subjects in the first
attempt in all the semesters.

To keep the Minor programme registration active a student has to persistently maintaining a

CGPA of 7.75 and above in the subsequent semesters in Major as well as Minor without any

backlogs. Otherwise, Minor registration will cease to be active.

Eligibility for Honors Programme:

Only those students, who have a CGPA of 8.00 or above, without any supplementary

appearance, will be permitted to register for a minor programme

A student can opt for B.Tech. degree with Honors, if he/she passed all subjects in the first
attempt in all the semesters.

To keep the Honors programme registration active a student has to persistently maintaining a

CGPA of 8.00 and above in the subsequent serrresters in Major as well as Honors without any

backlogs. Otherwise, Honors registration will cease to be active.
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Details of the Amendment

[n recognition of the challenges /Ltced by a sttbstantial rumber of students who have become

ineligible under the existing CGPA uiteria for Minor/Honors programmes the /bllowing
amenclment is approved in the Acaclemic Cotmcil dated 37tt' September 2023-

Relaxation of SGPA and CGPA for exclusive Minor Programme courses.

o A student has to pass the courses of Minor Programme without any

supplementary appearance and not compulsory to maintain the CGPA of
7.75 and above in Minor Programme. The remaining conditions still apply.

Relaxation of SGPA and CGPA for exclusive Honors Programme courses.

o A student has to pass the courses of Honors Programme without any

supplementary appearance and not compulsory to maintain the CGPA of
8.00 and above in Honors Programme. The remaining conditions still
apply.

The objective behind is to enstre that students should have a fair opportunity to succeed in

their academic pursuits while maintaining academic slandards.

By implententing afore-mentioned chonge, we aim to provide szpport and Jlexibility to our

stttdents, helping them achieve their edttcational goals. The college is committed to the success

of its students, and this amendment reflects that commitment.
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